COMMON PURPOSE BEHIND LOCKDOWN
Date: 22 June 2021 at 10:22

Subject: COMMON PURPOSE BEHIND LOCKDOWN

We know that the majority of the population have missed the ‘connection’:
Technocracy - Eugenics - Great Reset and the Greatest Hoax ever - the

PLANdemic.
If only people would focus on the facts - all the changes that have occurred over the
last 15 months or so. Rounded off by our senior politicians stating that 'we
won’t return to the original normal.’ Could they make it any clearer? How many have
looked into the World Economic Forum ‘committed to improving the world’ c/o
Claus Schwab and the UN and WHO etc. His famous saying: You will own nothing and
you will be happy. How does that grab you? Do you think it is a joke? Have you heard
of Universal Income? Social Credit Score?
For any one interested in Common Purpose, here is a link:
https://commonpurpose.org/locations/common-purpose-uk/ you can easily get taken in by the wonderful
promises. All for the Common Good.

THE DOCUMENT BELOW MAY BE A FORGERY - BUT, IF SO, THEN ONLY IN
ITS STATED ORIGIN. THE CONTENT BACKS UP EVERYTHING WHICH WE'VE
COME TO KNOW ABOUT. WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING! THIS ALSO
PROVIDES FOOD FOR THOUGHT FOR THOSE WHO HAVE NOT YET JOINED
THE DOTS.
The list of addressees TO WHOM IT HAS BEEN SENT should mean, that if a
forgery, there should be some sort of public denial by government.

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=69497

Even if denied what trust can there be in any such
denial , but a denial has come not yet! Editor
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